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INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
In spite of increased efforts to reduce them, through 
education, engineering and other methods, agricultural 
accidents continue to occur in large numbers. In fact, the 
latest statistics from the National Safety Council (1982) show 
that agriculture is the second most hazardous occupation in 
the United States. It is commonly recognized that one reason 
for the high number of accidents is the diversity of 
agricultural work and the diversity of people involved in the 
work. 
One source of diversity is the environment. Climatic 
conditions are continually changing; one day may bring extreme 
cold, another extreme heat. One day conditions may be dry, 
the next wet and muddy. It is conceivable that within the 
same day an agricultural worker may operate several different 
pieces of farm machinery and also work with or around 
livestock. It is difficult, at best, to adequately adapt to 
these changing conditions. 
Another source of diversity is the people. Men, women 
and children of all ages are involved in agricultural work on 
a daily basis. Workers have varying amounts of formal 
education, experience and skills. Some work long hours every 
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day, some work long hours only during crop planting and 
harvesting and some work only after school or when off-farm 
jobs allow. Even though agriculture is the oldest of 
industries, it is still not understood how these variables 
affect accident involvement. 
Farm workers are frequently under pressure to perform 
hazardous jobs in the least amount of time possible. In 
addition, family members and employees are often expected to 
perform these jobs with little or no experience or instruction 
in proper procedures. 
Safety educators often assume that familiarity with 
occupational hazards and safe procedures lessens 
susceptibility to accidents. Partly because of this, certain 
groups of people such as youth, women and new employees are 
singled out as needing safety education more than experienced 
workers. This assumption appears logical in view of the 
complexity of modern agricultural equipment and operations. 
From an educators point of view, targeting specific audiences 
streamlines the educational process, but, is such education 
effective or are there undetermined factors which override the 
effect of safety education? 
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Need 
One of the factors limiting progress in agricultural 
accident prevention has been the shortage of research and data 
relating to farm accidents. Schluesener, 1972, as quoted by 
Schnieder (1980) stated: 
"...we need a better picture of the number and kinds 
of accidents occurring in various sections of the 
country and for different types of farming. This 
would better indicate the magnitude of the problem, 
reveal areas most in need of in-depth research, and 
establish a base for measuring future changes in 
accidents and the success of accident reduction 
programs." 
Schnieder (1980) stated: "...(Schluesener's) entire 
report of farm safety research needs is as valid today as it 
was when it was written...." 
Objectives 
Roy (1957) stated "...there are two main sources of 
variation related to farm accidents - the farm and the people 
living on the farm." It is desirable to more closely identify 
these sources of variation. That is the purpose of this 
study. Answers to the following questions will be sought: 
Farm variations 
1. Does farm size influence the incidence of 
agricultural accidents? 
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2. Does farm type influence the incidence of 
agricultural accidents? 
3 .  Does the total number of hours of work exposure on a 
farm influence the incidence of agricultural 
accidents? 
People variations 
1. Does age have an effect on agricultural accident 
occurence? 
2. Does sex have an effect on agricultural accident 
occurence? 
3 .  Does an individual's work exposure have an effect on 
agricultural accident occurrence? 
4. Does the amount of an individual's formal education 
influence agricultural tractor and machinery accident 
occurrence? 
5 .  Does an individual's completion of 4-H or vocational 
agriculture tractor and machinery safety courses have 
an effect on tractor and machinery accident 
occurrence? 
Definitions 
Farm : Land of 10 acres or more, operated as a unit if 
the annual sales of agricultural products total $50.00 or more 
or land of less than 10 acres if the annual sales of 
agricultural products is $250.00 or more. 
Agricultural accident : An unintentional event, 
resulting in an injury which requires either professional 
medical care or loss of one-half day or more from usual 
activities. The victim must have been performing agricultural 
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work at the time of the accident. Individuals less than 5 
years of age and individuals not living on the farm or 
employed on the farm are excluded from this definition. 
Type of farm : The agricultural operation or enterprise 
which contributes most to the total value of sales of 
agricultural products from the farm. 
Farm size : The number of acres owned or operated as a 
unit by the family or individual interviewed. This includes 
land owned, leased and rented. 
Exposure : The estimated total number of hours an 
individual family member or employee was involved in 
agricultural work of all kinds during the 12 month survey 
period. 
Accident frequency rate : The number of agricultural 
accidents occurring to a particular group of farms or people 
per million hours of exposure. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Accident Causation Theory 
Not so long ago accidents were generally considered an 
inevitable part of life, something to be dealt with once they 
occurred, but not something which could be prevented. The 
prevalence of this philosophy has diminished, but it is still 
not uncommon to hear otherwise well-educated people refer to 
accidents as "acts of God", "part of life", "part of the job", 
"luck" or "chance", but Haddon et al. (1964) chastise such 
thinking by stating that such "folklore of accidents is 
perhaps the last folklore subscribed to by rational men." In 
fact, early research by Greenwood and Woods (1919) showed that 
accidents did not happen randomly or by chance alone. This 
was substantiated by Newbold (1926) who stated: 
"The unequal liability theory (of accidents)...is in 
all cases a great improvement on the Poisson's (pure 
chance.) It is still far from a very good fit in 
some cases, but ... on the whole are fair." 
Many researchers used the work of Greenwood and Woods and 
Newbold to develop the theory of accident proneness. Lykes 
(1954) points to the fact that 20 percent of the people are 
responsible for most of the accidents and states, "The only 
possible explanation (for accidents), assuming they could have 
been avoided, is that, unconsciously the victims wanted them." 
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The accident-prone theory was based on comparisons of 
personality traits between accident-involved and accident-free 
individuals. While statistical correlation existed, no cause 
and effect relationship has ever been proven. Later 
researchers such as Suchman and Scherzer (I960), while not 
ruling out that a small number of accident-prone individuals 
may exist, downplay the theory since statistics show that the 
small group of people responsible for most of the accidents 
changes membership constantly. In addition, Suchman and 
Scherzer state, "statistical correlations between present and 
future accidents is low...." 
Suchman (I960) also dismisses the accident-prone theory 
by stating; "we do not believe that the complex behavioral 
phenomenon of accidents can be adequately explained in terms 
of a single personality type...." 
Worick (1975) classifies accident causes into five 
general areas: 
1. inadequate knowledge; 
2. insufficient skills; 
3. environmental hazards; 
4. improper habits and attitudes; 
5. unsafe behavior 
where unsafe behavior is the culmination or end result of 
inadequate knowledge, insufficient skills, and improper habits 
and attitudes. 
The previous discussion has been based on accidents in 
general or industrial accidents. While the physiological and 
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psychological characteristics of agricultural workers may or 
may not be similar to those of other populations, the 
environmental factors associated with agricultural work are 
definitely unique. Murphy (1980) points out that hazards 
brought on by nature (weather conditions) are intertwined with 
the physical hazards (machinery, animals, etc.) of farming. 
Farm Accident Surveys 
Surveys constitute the majority of research information 
relating specifically to farm accidents. Such surveys have 
been conducted in various parts of the U.S. since 1946 (Swift, 
1947)' Although several surveys were conducted in the twenty 
years following Swift's, the comparability between studies was 
low due to differences in accident definitions. 
The inability to compare accident data between studies 
prompted the National Safety Council to begin development of a 
standardized procedure for collecting farm accident 
information. The first states to employ this procedure were 
Michigan (Hofmeister and Pfister, 1968), Ohio (Phillips and 
Stuckey, 1968) and New York (Hoff, 1970). An additional 
benefit of the standardization was that data from different 
states could be pooled to reveal "nationwide" trends or to 
allow conclusions to be drawn about specific types of 
accidents which occur too infrequently on a statewide basis. 
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By 1982, thirty-eight states had conducted at least one 
farm accident survey (Davis, 1982). Most of these states used 
the National Safety Council system with little or no 
modification. 
The type of data generally collected includes type of 
farm, size of farm, victim age, victim sex, type of injury, 
severity of injury, part of body injured, location of 
accident, month of accident, and agent of accident. Other 
environmental and victim related information are typically 
reported. 
Reports of survey results usually include a breakdown of 
frequencies for the observed variables, with little or no 
further statistical treatment to determine significant 
relationships. Exceptions to this are the work in Illinois by 
Erisman (1971), in Missouri by Gadalla (1962), in Iowa by 
Silletto (1976), in Pennsylvania by Murphy (1979), in Ohio by 
Phillips et al. (1975) and in Minnesota by Riesenberg and Bear 
(1980.) Further discussion of these latter cases is 
warranted. 
Erisman (1971) studied the relationship between emotional 
maturity and accident involvement of Illinois male farm 
operators. The sample used was the same as the Illinois Farm 
Accident Survey of 1971. The Revised Huffman Inventory was 
used to obtain an index of emotional maturity. Findings in 
the study as stated by Erisman were; 
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"1. Emotional immaturity significantly increases 
the susceptibility of male operators toward farm 
accident involvement. 
2. The level of emotional maturity attained does 
not predispose a farm operator toward a 
particular type of accident involvement. 
3. Emotional immaturity significantly increases the 
susceptibility of females toward farm accident 
involvement. 
4. Increased exposure to hazards resulting from the 
operation of larger farms increased the 
probability of accident involvement on the part 
of the male operator. 
5. Lower levels of emotional maturity are 
associated with the male operators of farms 
1,000+ acres in size. 
6. The accident involvement rate of male farm 
operators varies inversely with age, with 
increased accident frequencies usually being 
noted among farmers 44 years of age and under." 
The study by Gadalla (1962) was designed to determine the 
relationship of farm, farm-home and non-farm accidents to 
certain environmental factors: farm characteristics, farm-home 
characteristics, and characteristics of people on the farm. 
The survey sample was taken from four different "social" areas 
of Missouri, under the assumption that these areas represented 
different farming practices, socio-economic and other 
behaviorial conditions which might affect the propensity for 
accident involvement. 
Gadalla's definition of an accident purported to include 
those unplanned unintentional events which had the potential 
to result in fatal or non-fatal injury, loss time or property 
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damage, whether or not they did so result. This was a 
departure from the generally-used definition which required 
injury and/or property damage occurrence. 
Among Gadalla's conclusions were: 
1. A higher accident rate per 1000 population for 
males than females. 
2. A higher accident rate for persons who had 
completed high school than those who had not. 
3. Larger farms had higher accident rates. 
4. Higher accident rates were associated with farms 
on which field crops were the primary product. 
5. The accident rate per million hours of exposure 
for tractors was lower than for other machinery. 
6. Exposure to farm machinery represented 25.8 
percent of the total exposure to farm work, with 
exposure to tractors representing over 86 
percent of the total machinery exposure. 
The purpose of Silletto's (1976) study in Iowa was "to 
identify Iowa farm accidents and to determine educational 
implications for the agricultural population." The study used 
the National Safety Council's Standardized Farm Accident 
System as it existed in 1975. 
Silletto's findings include: 
1. A lower incidence of accidents among family 
members age 0 to 14 and higher incidence among 
the 45 - 64 age group. 
2. There was a significant difference in accident 
frequency among types of farms with dairy and 
hog farms reporting more accidents. 
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3. Accident rates increased with farm size. 
4. The amount of formal education did not have a 
significant effect on accident occurrence. 
5. Completion of 4-H, vocational agriculture or 
Hazardous Occupations Order Safety Training had 
no significant effect on accident occurrence. 
Murphy (1979) sampled 1500 Pennsylvania male farm 
operators to determine if there were significant differences 
in farm safety attitudes and accident involvement. A six-step 
Semantic Differential Attitude Scale was used to measure 
attitudes toward 15 farm safety concepts. 
Murphy concluded the following; 
1. Farmers with good safety attitudes were just as 
likely to be involved in farm accidents as those 
with poor attitudes. 
2. The operator's safety attitude did not vary 
significantly with farm size. 
3. Farm safety attitude did not vary with farm 
type. 
4. Farm safety attitude did not vary with the 
operator's level of education. 
5. Farm safety attitude did not vary with the 
operator's average weekly farm work in hours. 
In addition, Murphy stated: 
"To say that there were no significant differences 
is not to categorically deny the importance or need 
for developing positive safety attitudes in farm 
people. Indeed, the fact that all groups tended to 
be more positive than negative in their attitudes 
would itself preclude totally ignoring the role of 
safety attitudes." 
Phillips et al. (1975) reported the results of Ohio farm 
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accident surveys in 1967 and 1972. The researchers found that 
significantly more accidents occurred on farms of 200 acres 
and larger than on farms less than 200 acres. The authors 
suggest that the higher frequency on larger farms is largely 
due to increased work exposure, specifically increased 
exposure to farm machinery. It was also reported that there 
was no significant difference in accident frequencies among 
heads of households with varying degrees of educational 
attainment in spite of the authors belief that there is a 
positive relationship between the level of education attained 
and the number of acres farmed. In their summary, the authors 
state : 
"There is increasing evidence to support the 
hypothesis that exposure and the potential 
hazardousness of an activity are directly related to 
accident occurrence." 
Riesenberg and Bear (1980) used the sample of the 1978 
Minnesota Farm Accident Survey to examine the involvement of 
the Minnesota farm population in on-going agricultural 
education program and the effect of this involvement on 
accident ocurrence. 
The authors reported a significant positive correlation 
between vocational agriculture participation and accident 
involvement. No significant relationship between accident 
involvement and level of formal education was found. 
Significantly higher accident involvement was found for 
operators with 16 or more years of experience than for 
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operators with 1 to 15 years of experience. 
The National Safety Council (1982) summarized data 
obtained from farm accident surveys in 31 states. Included in 
this summary were farm/ranch injury rates, defined as the 
number of farm work injuries per million hours of exposure. 
The average injury rate for all workers was reported as 19.1. 
Very little difference in rates existed when workers were 
grouped by type of farm. Dairy, grain and fruit farm workers 
had essentially the same injury rate (17.4, 17.6, and 17.6, 
respectively). Beef farms and farms classified as "other" 
reported injury rates of 20.0 and 22.1, respectively. Males 
reported an average injury rate of 20.7 and females reported 
one of 11.9. The "5 to 14" and "15 to 24" age groups reported 
the highest rates among age groups of 24.0 and 23.4, 
respectively. 
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METHODS 
Sample Selection 
The Iowa Farm Accident and Illness Study (Williams, 1983) 
was conducted in 1981. This study served as the basis for the 
research reported herein. The author, in his capacity as 
Extension Safety Specialist, served as coordinator of the 
study. The study was partially financed through a grant from 
the United States Department of Agriculture Extension Service 
and administered through the Iowa Cooperative Extension 
Service and Iowa State University. The procedure for 
conducting the study closely followed that developed by the 
National Safety Council (1979). 
The Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (1980) 
estimated the number of farms in Iowa on January 1, 1980 at 
119,000. This number corresponds to the following definition 
of a farm: 
"All land farmed or operated for agricultural 
purposes by one individual with substantially the 
same machinery and livestock and with or without the 
assistance of family and hired labor. (This) 
includes places which had annual sales of 
agricultural products of $1000 or more." 
Based upon the recommendations of the National Safety 
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Council (1979) and information from the Iowa Crop and 
Livestock Reporting Service (1980), it was determined that a 
3.0 percent (3,570) sample of the farms in Iowa would be 
highly desirable and a 2.0 percent (2,380) sample necessary 
for the desired statistical precision when estimating the 
total number of statewide accidents from the sample results. 
Consequently, the design incorporated a 3.0 percent sample 
with the expectation that the actual sample size would be 
smaller due to attrition and incomplete reporting. 
The sample was stratified by county. Characteristics of 
Iowa farms were assumed sufficiently uniform across geographic 
regions so the state was not further subdivided prior to 
random county selection. The selection of sample counties was 
made with the assistance of Dr. William Kennedy of the 
Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State University. Two groups 
of 24 counties each were randomly chosen from the 99 counties 
in Iowa. The group selected as the sample was arbitrarily 
chosen because the geographical distribution of its counties 
throughout the state was wider than the other group. Use of 
this group would tend to serve as a hedge on the assumption 
that there was no difference among farms across geographical 
regions. The two groups of counties are shown in Appendix A. 
If a need for replacement arose, the replacement county would 
be taken from the alternate list, directly opposite the county 
needing replacement. 
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The number of farms sampled in each of the selected 
counties was determined by dividing the desired statewide 
sample size (3,570) by the number of farms in the 24 selected 
counties (27,170) and multiplying the result by the number of 
farms in the county. As an example, according to the Iowa 
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (1980), Buchanan County 
had 1,510 farms. The sample for this county was 1,510 x 
3,570/27,170 or 198 farms. 
County extension directors in the selected counties were 
asked if they would be willing to participate in the study. 
Only one extension director, in Cerro Gordo County, declined 
due to his retirement. Mahaska County was then chosen from 
the alternate group of counties as a replacement. The 
responsibilities of the extension directors were: 1) obtain 
volunteer interviewers; 2) arrange a training meeting for the 
interviewers; and 3) collect survey report forms from the 
interviewers and forward them to Iowa State University. The 
recruitment of volunteer interviewers was simplified by 
contacting the state president of the Farm Bureau Women who 
endorsed the study and encouraged the county Farm Bureau 
Women's groups to participate. 
Each interviewer would be asked to contact 12 farm 
families in their county. The number of interviewers per 
county was determined by dividing the county sample size by 
12. The area to be covered by each interviewer was determined 
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at the training meeting in cooperation with the county 
extension director and the interviewer. The procedure used to 
determine each interviewer's sample was as follows: 1) Without 
consulting the interviewer, the county extension director 
chose a road in the interviewer's neighborhood and a direction 
along this road; 2) The interviewer was asked if they could 
find 12 farms, not including their own, within a reasonable 
distance along the road in the specified direction; 3) If the 
answer was "yes", the interviewer was instructed to interview 
the first 12 farms using both sides of the road, skipping 
none. If the answer was "no", the procedure was repeating 
using a different road selected by the extension staff member; 
and 4) Once an interviewer's route was determined, it was 
marked on a county road map to avoid interference with 
subsequent route selection. 
The interviewers were given instructions and survey 
material at the 2 hour training session. Not all interviewers 
were present at the meetings, but county extension directors 
agreed to provide instructions for these individually. No 
effort was made to determine what effect this might have had 
on the accuracy or completeness of the reports of the 
interviewers not present compared to that of the interviewers 
present. 
The purpose and procedures of the study were explained at 
the meetings. Interviewers were then given the opportunity to 
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withdraw as a volunteer and, in fact, encouraged to do so if 
they did not agree with the purposes or concept of the survey. 
Likewise, the interviewers were instructed to tell the 12 farm 
families in their sample that participation in the survey was 
voluntary, but thorough and honest answers to survey questions 
were expected if they agreed to participate. These points 
were made under the belief that reluctant interviewers and 
participants might result in biased data which could be more 
damaging than not having the data at all. 
The standardized forms developed by the National Safety 
Council (1979) were used as the survey instruments. These 
consisted of: General Information, Agricultural Work 
Accident, Non-Agricultural Accident, Medical and Cost, and 
Tractor and Machinery Operator Education forms. Bi-level 
forms were used for accidents involving agricultural tractors, 
agricultural machinery, animals, agricultural chemicals, hand 
and power tools, slips and falls, agricultural illnesses, 
agricultural wagons, agricultural trucks and miscellaneous 
powered equipment. The forms used in this study appear in 
Appendix C. On their first visit to the farms in March, the 
interviewers were asked to complete the General Information 
form for each farm and the Tractor and Machinery Operator 
Education form for each tractor or machinery operator living 
on or working as an employee on each farm. Accidents 
occurring during the first quarter (December 1, 1980 to 
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February 28, 1981) were to be reported at that same time. A 
blank accident information form was to be given to each family 
at that time to be used in the event of an accident to aid in 
the recall of details upon the next interviewer contact. It 
was emphasized that the first interview should consist of a 
personal visit to the farm family. 
Contacts in subsequent quarters to determine if accidents 
had occurred were allowed to be telephone calls. If a farm 
had an accident that quarter, a personal visit to the farm to 
obtain the necessary information was strongly encouraged. 
Hypotheses 
Several null hypotheses were formed from the objectives 
of this study. These hypotheses are: 
1) There is no difference in the farm size between farms 
reporting at least one agricultural accident and those 
reporting no accidents; 
2) There is no difference in the type of farm between farms 
reporting at least one agricultural accident and those 
reporting no accidents; 
3) There is no difference in the total reported hours of 
agricultural work exposure on the farm between farms 
reporting at least one agricultural accident and those 
reporting no accidents; 
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4) There is no difference in age between persons reporting at 
least one agricultural accident and those reporting no 
accidents ; 
5) There is no difference in sex between persons reporting at 
least one agricultural accident and those reporting no 
accidents; 
6) There is no difference in reported annual agricultural work 
exposure between persons reporting at least one 
agricultural accident and those reporting no accidents; 
7) There is no difference in formal education of tractor and 
machinery operators between those reporting at least one 
agricultural accident and those reporting no accidents; and 
8) There is no difference in operator completion of selected 
4-H or vocational agriculture tractor and machinery safety 
programs between those reporting one or more agricultural 
accident and those reporting no accidents. 
Data Analysis 
The county extension offices quarterly sent the completed 
report forms to the Agricultural Engineering Department where 
they were checked for completeness. The data were later 
transferred to computer for analysis. 
Accidents which were determined to not meet the 
definition of an agricultural accident (p. 5) were removed for 
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the statistical analysis. The variables pertinent to each 
hypothesis were cross-tabulated and the chi-square test for 
independence between two variables used to determine 
significant differences. The chi-square for each table was 
calculated using the formula, 
Chi-square = + (f2'-F2)^/F2 + • • • 
where f denotes the observed frequency, F denotes the expected 
frequency, and n denotes the number of cells in the table. 
The expected frequency is based on the hypothesis being 
tested. For example, if 8.1 percent of all farms in the 
sample reported accidents, and the hypothesis states that 
there is no difference between the size of farms reporting 
accidents and those not reporting accidents, then the expected 
frequency of farms in each size category reporting accidents 
is 8.1 percent of the total farms in the category. A 
probability level of 0.05 or less was required for rejection 
of the null hypotheses. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Useable data were received from 220 interviewers 
representing 2,578 farms in 20 counties. This included 6,723 
farm family members and 1,349 employees for a total of 8,072 
persons. There were 5,507 males and 2,565 females included. 
A total of 241 agricultural accidents were reported on 210 
farms, with 182 farms reporting only one accident, 19 farms 
reporting two accidents, five farms reporting three accidents, 
and one farm reporting seven accidents. Table 1 shows the 
list of counties and the number of farms reporting for each 
county (See Appendix B). In addition, educational information 
was reported for 5,152 tractor and machinery operators. Four 
of the counties originally selected at random to be included 
in the sample, for various reasons submitted no data. In 
addition, of the counties submitting data, not all 
participated at the desired level. 
Hypothesis 1, there is no significant difference in farm 
size between farms reporting at least one agricultural 
accident and these reporting no accidents, was rejected. 
Table 2 and Figure 1 show that farms 200 acres or larger 
reported more accidents than expected while farms smaller than 
200 acres reported less than expected. 
Hypothesis 1 was also tested using the two subgroups of 
tractor and machinery accidents and animal accidents. 
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Hypothesis 1-a, that there is no significant difference in 
farm size between farms reporting at least one agricultural 
tractor or machine accident and those reporting no such 
Table 1. Participation by county in the survey 
Number of Number of Number of 
County Interviewers Farms Farms in 
Reporting Reporting County 
Allamakee 7 82 1,190 
Appanoose 6 65 1,140 
Buchanan 15 173 1,510 
Cass 11 132 1,070 
Clinton 16 189 1,620 
Dickinson 4 48 660 
Hamilton 14 168 1,230 
Hancock 14 167 1 ,220 
Hardin 12 141 1,180 
Ida 10 117 900 
Jones 14 168 1,370 
Linn 16 189 1 ,690 
Mahaska 15 156 1,380 
Mills 8 88 730 
Montgomery 6 72 780 
Pocahontas 13 148 1,150 
Shelby 10 119 1,220 
Tama 15 167 1,650 
Wayne 4 42 860 
Worth 10 120 840 
accidents was rejected. Table 3 also shows that farms of 200 
acres or more reported more tractor and machinery accidents 
than expected while farms of less than 200 acres reported 
fewer accidents than expected. 
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Hypothesis 1-b, that there is no significant difference 
in farm size between farms reporting at least one animal 
accident and those reporting no such accidents, was not 
rejected. Table 4 shows that, while farms of 200 acres and 
more reported more animal accidents than expected and farms 
Table 2. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural accident classified by farm size 
Farm Size, Did Accident Occur on Farm? 
(acres) No Yes Total 
1-49 Number 100 2 102 
Percent 98.0 2.0 100.0 
50-99 Number 116 5 121 
Percent 95.9 4.1 100.0 
100-199 Number 454 32 486 
Percent 93.4 6.6 100.0 
200-499 Number 1 ,177 109 1,286 
Percent 91.5 8.5 100.0 
500-999 Number 447 50 497 
Percent 89.9 10.1 100.0 
1,000 & up Number 74 12 86 
Percent 86.0 14.0 100.0 
All farms Number 2,368 210 2,578 
Percent 91.9 8.1 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Figure 1, Percent of farms reporting agricultural 
accidents classified by farm size 
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Table 3« Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural tractor or machine accident classified 
by farm size 
Farm Size, Did Accident Occur on Farm? 
(acres) No Yes Total 
1-49 Number 102 0 102 
Percent 100.0 0.0 100.0 
50-99 Number 119 2 121 
Percent 98.3 1 .7 100.0 
100-199 Number 474 12 486 
Percent 97.5 2.5 100.0 
200-499 Number 1,230 56 1,286 
Percent 95.6 4.4 100.0 
500-999 Number 476 21 497 
Percent 95.8 
CM 100.0 
1,000 & up Number 80 6 86 
Percent 93.0 7.0 100.0 
All farms Number 2,481 97 2,578 
Percent 96.2 3.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Table 4. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
animal accident classified by farm size 
Farm size, 
(acres) 
Did Accident 
No 
Occur on Farm? 
Yes Total 
1-49 Number 99 3 102 
Percent 97.1 2.9 100.0 
50-99 Number 121 0 121 
Percent 100.0 0.0 100.0 
100-199 Number 478 8 486 
Percent 98.4 1.6 100.0 
200-499 Number 1,254 32 1 ,286 
Percent 97.5 2.5 100.0 
500-999 Number 483 14 497 
Percent 97.2 2.8 100.0 
1,000 & up Number 83 3 86 
Percent 96.5 3.5 100.0 
All farms Number 2,518 60 2,578 
Percent 97.7 2.3 100.0 
[Chi-square 
level ] 
test for independence not significant at .05 
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of less than 200 acres generally reported fewer than expected, 
this difference was not great enough to produce significance. 
Sixty-five percent of the farms in the 1-49 acre category were 
classified as hog, beef, dairy or general livestock, compared 
to corresponding percentages of 45, 47, 47» 41 and 32 for the 
other farm size categories. This may help explain the high 
proportion of farms in the 1-49 acre category reporting animal 
accidents. 
The rejection of Hypothesis 1 is not surprising. It 
seems reasonable that the amount of exposure to hazards 
increases as farm size increases, and that this increase in 
exposure results in a greater potential for accident 
occurrence. It can be seen from Table 5 that exposure does, 
in fact, increase with farm size. 
Accident frequency rates (p. 5) provide a means of 
comparison which is standardized for exposure. Table 5 and 
Figure 2 show that the accident frequency rate for very small 
farms (1-49 acres) is considerably lower than the average rate 
of 21.2. Conversely, the rate for farms 1,000 acres and 
larger is somewhat higher than the average rate. 
Although there is nothing concrete in this study to 
provide a reason for these differences, the fact that 
Hypothesis 1-a, relative to tractor and machine accidents, was 
rejected and Hypothesis 1-b, relative to animal accidents was 
not rejected, indicates a stronger correlation between farm 
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farm size and machine accidents than between farm size and 
animal accidents. Thus, reduced exposure to farm machinery 
may, in part, account for the low accident frequency rate on 
small farms. The high rate for 1,000 acre and larger farms 
may reflect a higher than average exposure to farm machinery. 
Table 5 -  Average annual exposure per farm and accident 
frequency rate classified by farm size 
Farm size 
(acres) 
Number of 
farms 
Average 
exposure/farm, 
(hours/year) 
Accident frequency 
rate, 
(accidents/10° hours) 
1-49 102 1,696 11.6 
50-99 121 2,700 18.4 
100-199 486 3,554 19.7 
200-499 1,286 4,415 21.7 
500-999 497 5,664 21.3 
1 ,000 & over 86 6,782 25.7 
All farms 2,578 4,384 21.2 
Hypothesis 2, that there is no significant difference in 
farm type between farms reporting at least one agricultural 
accident and those reporting no accidents, was rejected. 
Table 6 shows that farms classified as beef and dairy reported 
more accidents than expected while all other types reported 
fewer accidents than expected. 
Hypothesis 2 was also tested using the tractor and 
machinery accident subgroup and the animal accident subgroup. 
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Hypothesis 2-a, that there is no significant difference in 
farm type between farms reporting at least one agricultural 
tractor or machine accident and those reporting no such 
accidents was rejected. Table 7 also shows that beef and 
dairy farms reported more accidents than expected while other 
farm types reported fewer than expected. 
Hypothesis 2-b, that there is no significant difference 
in farm type between farms reporting at least one animal 
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Figure 2. Accident frequency rates classified by farm size 
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Table 6. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural accident classified by farm type 
Farm Type 
Did Accident 
No 
Occur on Farm? 
Yes Total 
Corn Number 9 4 9  67 1 ,016 
Percent 9 3 . 4  6.6 100.0 
Soybean Number 328 23 351 
Percent 9 3 . 4  6.6 100.0 
Hog Number 577 48 625 
Percent 92.3 7.7 100.0 
Beef Number 296 44 340 
Percent 87.1 12.9 100.0 
Dairy Number 131 23 154 
Percent 
m
 
C
O
 
14.9 100.0 
General Number 70 5 75 
livestock Percent 93.3 6.7 100.0 
All farms Number 2,351 210 2,561 
Percent 91.8 8.2 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Table ?• Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural tractor or machine accident classified 
by farm type 
Farm type 
Did Accident Occur 
No 
on Farm? 
Yes Total 
Corn Number 982 34 1,016 
Percent 96.7 3.3 100.0 
Soybean Number 344 7 351 
Percent 98.0 2.0 100.0 
Hog Number 604 21 625 
Percent 96.6 3.4 100.0 
Beef Number 317 23 340 
Percent 93.2 6.8 100.0 
Dairy Number 144 10 154 
Percent 93.5 6.5 100.0 
General Number 73 2 75 
livestock Percent 97.3 2.7 100.0 
All farms Number 2,464 97 2,561 
Percent 96.2 3.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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accident and those reporting no accidents, was not rejected. 
Table 8 reveals the same trend as Table 6. However, combining 
the six categories of farm type into two categories, crop and 
livestock, resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis. 
Table 9 shows that livestock farms have more animal accidents 
than crop farms. 
Table 10 reveals that higher levels of exposure are 
generally associated with livestock farms compared with crop 
farms. Although dairy farms reported a disproportionately 
high number of accidents (Table 6), the high level of exposure 
on these farms resulted in an accident frequency rate very 
near those of corn, soybean and hog farms (Figure 3). Beef 
farms also reported a disproportionately high number of 
accidents, but, unlike dairy farms, the amount of exposure on 
beef farms does not account for the difference as evidenced by 
the accident frequency rate of 33-9. Beef farms apparently 
provide a more hazardous environment than other types of 
farms. 
Hypothesis 3, there is no significant difference in total 
farm exposure between farms reporting at least one 
agricultural accident and those reporting no accidents, was 
rejected. The magnitude of the chi-square value (42.11) 
associated with Table 11 indicates that a strong relationship 
exists between farm exposure and accident occurrence, with the 
proportion of farms in each exposure class reporting accidents 
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increasing with increasing exposure. 
Table 8. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
animal accident classified by farm type 
Farm type 
Did Accident 
No 
Occur on Farm? 
Yes Total 
Corn Number 998 18 1,016 
Percent 98.2 1.8 100.0 
Soybean Number 345 6 351 
Percent 98.3 1.7 100.0 
Hog Number 609 16 625 
Percent 97.4 2.6 100.0 
Beef Number 329 11 340 
Percent 96.8 3.2 100.0 
Dairy Number 147 7 154 
Percent 95.5 4.5 100.0 
General Number 73 2 75 
livestock Percent 97.3 2.7 100.0 
All farms Number 2,501 60 2,561 
Percent 97.7 2.3 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence not significant at .05 
level] 
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Table 9- Number and percent of farms having at least one 
animal accident classified by farm type (combined 
categories) 
Farm type 
Did Accident 
No 
Occur on Farm? 
Yes Total 
Crop Number 1,357 24 1,381 
Percent 98.3 1.7 100.0 
Livestock Number 1,158 36 1,194 
Percent 97.0 3.0 100.0 
All farms Number 2,515 60 2,575 
Percent 97.7 2.3 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
Table 10. Average annual exposure per farm and accident 
frequency rate classified by farm type 
A v e r a g e A c c i d e n t  f r e q u e n c y  
Number of exposure/farm, rate, 
Farm type farms (hours/year) (accidents/10°hours) 
Corn 1,019 3,552 20.4 
Soybeans 351 3,885 19-1 
Hog 626 4,837 17.1 
Beef 341 4 , 8 3 9  33-9 
Dairy 154 8,313 21.1 
All farms 2,491 4,392 21.5 
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Figure 3. Accident frequency rates classified by farm type 
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Table 11. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural accident classified by annual exposure 
Annual Exposure , Did Accident Occur on Farm? 
(hours/farm) No Yes Total 
1-1,499 Number 281 4 285 
Percent 98.6 1 .4 100.0 
1,500-2,999 Number 501 35 536 
Percent 93.5 6.5 100.0 
3,000-4,499 Number 682 63 745 
Percent 91.5 8.5 100.0 
4,500-5,999 Number 383 32 415 
Percent 92.3 7.7 100.0 
6,000-7,499 Number 245 29 274 
Percent 89.4 10.6 100.0 
7,500 & over Number 253 47 300 
Percent 84.3 15.7 100.0 
All farms Number 2,345 210 2,555 
Percent 91.8 8.2 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Hypothesis 3-a, there is no significant difference in 
farm exposure between farms reporting at least one 
agricultural tractor or machine accident and farms reporting 
no such accidents, and Hypothesis 3-b, there is no significant 
difference in farm exposure between farm reporting at least 
one animal accident and farms reporting no accidents, were 
both rejected. Nearly half of the calculated chi-square value 
of 26.54 associated with Table 12 was contributed by the 
1-1499 hour category where no tractor or machine accidents 
were reported. The low number of accidents in this group may 
be partially explained by the high proportion of farms under 
200 acres reporting 1-1499 hours of exposure. Iowa farms of 
this size generally have a very limited machinery inventory 
with resultingly low tractor and machinery exposure. 
Conversely, it could be justifiably argued that the machinery 
on farms this size is likely to be older, in poorer repair and 
without as many safety devices as equipment on larger farms. 
Table 13 shows a similar relationship between animal accidents 
and farm exposure. 
It should be mentioned that the farm exposure variable is 
a composite of hours of exposures to all agricultural work 
hazards. Thus, it is not appropriate to calculate farm 
tractor and machinery accident frequency rate or animal 
accident frequency rate using the exposure reported in this 
study. 
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Table 12. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
agricultural tractor or machine accident classified 
by annual exposure 
Annual Exposure 
(hours/farm) 
Did Accident 
No 
Occur on Farm? 
Yes Total 
1-1,499 Number 285 0 285 
Percent 100.0 0.0 100.0 
1,500-2,999 Number 524 12 536 
Percent 97.8 2.2 100.0 
3,000-4,499 Number 711 34 745 
Percent 95.4 4.6 100.0 
4,500-5,999 Number 398 17 415 
Percent 95.9 4.1 100.0 
6,000-7,499 Number 261 13 274 
Percent 95.3 4.7 100.0 
7,500 & over Number 279 21 300 
Percent 93.0 7.0 100.0 
All farms Number 2,458 97 2,555 
Percent 96.2 3.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Table 13. Number and percent of farms having at least one 
animal accident classified by annual exposure 
Annual Exposure Did Accident Occur on Farm? 
(hours/farm) No Yes Total 
1-1 ,499 Number 284 1 285 
Percent 99.6 0.4 100.0 
1,500-2,999 Number 529 7 536 
Percent 98.7 1.3 100.0 
3,000-4,499 Number 719 26 745 
Percent 96.5 3.5 100.0 
4,500-5,999 Number 411 4 415 
Percent 99.0 1.0 100.0 
6,000-7 ,499 Number 266 8 274 
Percent 97.1 2.9 100.0 
7,500 & over Number 286 14 300 
Percent 95.3 4.7 100.0 
All farms Number 2,495 60 2,555 
Percent 97.7 2.3 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Hypothesis 4, there is no significant difference in age 
between persons involved in at least one agricultural accident 
and persons not involved in an accident, was rejected. It can 
be seen from Table 14 that persons between 25 and 64 years of 
age were involved in significantly more accidents than 
expected. This can be largely explained by the higher amount 
of exposure for persons in the two age groups relative to the 
exposures of persons in other age groups (Table 15 and Figure 
4). The exception to this is the 5-14 age group which has an 
accident frequency rate of 36.8. While there is no reason to 
believe that persons in this age group are involved in 
activities inherently more hazardous than older persons, their 
lack of physical size, experience and maturity may explain 
much of the difference. 
It should also be noticed that the 0-4 age group commonly 
used in agricultural accident reporting was omitted from 
Tables 14 and 15. The definition of an agricultural accident 
(p. 5) excludes victims less than five years of age. This 
definition was used as a result of the wording on the General 
Information form which requested initials, age, sex and 
exposure for "persons exposed to farm work...during the survey 
period." As a result, the above information may not have been 
reported for all persons living on the farms sampled. This 
problem seemed to exist to some degree for female family 
members and young children. However, it was felt that the 
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Table 14. Number and percent of farm workers having at least 
one agricultural accident classified by age 
Age, Did Accident Occur to Worker? 
(years) No Yes Total 
5-14 Number 958 13 971 
Percent 98.7 1.3 100.0 
15-24 Number 1,689 35 1,724 
Percent 98.0 2.0 100.0 
25-44 Number 2,407 85 2,492 
Percent 96.6 3.4 100.0 
45-64 Number 2,147 79 2,226 
Percent 96.5 3.5 100.0 
65 & over Number 415 6 421 
Percent 98.6 1.4 100.0 
All workers Number 7,616 218 7,834 
Percent 97.2 2.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Table 15. Average annual exposure per person and accident 
frequency rate classified by age 
Average Accident frequency 
Age Number of exposure/year, rate. 
(years) persons (hours/person) (accidents/10° hours) 
5-14 969 364 36.8 
15-24 1 ,723 1,067 21.7 
25-44 2,496 1,816 20.5 
45-64 2,226 1,826 20.4 
65 & over 421 1,033 18.3 
All workers 7,835 1,433 21 .1 
greatest discrepancy existed with small children, 
consequently, the 0-4 age group was dropped. 
Hypothesis 5, there is no significant difference in sex 
between persons reporting involvement in at least one 
agricultural accident and those reporting no accidents, was 
rejected. The chi-square value of 42.14 associated with Table 
16 implies a high correlation between sex and accident 
involvement. As with the age variable, the difference in 
Table 16 can be partially explained by the difference in 
annual exposure between the male and female groups. It can be 
found from Table 17 that females reported an average annual 
agricultural work exposure of 682 hours. Males, on the other 
hand, reported an average exposure of 1,778 hours per year. 
The difference in exposure between male and females does 
not entirely account for the difference in accident 
frequencies between sexes as evidenced by the accident 
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f'requency rates of 22.1 and 15.5, respectively, for male and 
female workers. The most reasonable explanation for this 
difference, as suggested by Phillips, et al (1975), is the 
societal-induced tendency for males to engage in higher risk 
activities than females. 
Hypothesis 6, there is no significant difference in 
annual agricultural work exposure between individuals 
reporting at least one agricultural accident and those 
reporting no accidents, was rejected. The calculated 
chi-square value of 154 (5 d.f.) indicates a strong 
relationship between exposure and accident involvement. 
Examination of Table 18 and Figure 5 reveals that accidents 
increase as exposure increases. 
Hypothesis 7, there is no significant difference between 
the years of formal education between persons reporting at 
least one agricultural tractor or machine accident and those 
reporting no such accident, was not rejected. Table 19 
illustrates a general trend of increasing accidents with 
increasing education, although the differences are not 
significant. This study provided no insight to this trend. 
Hypothesis 8, there is no significant difference in 
involvement in selected 4-H or vocational agriculture tractor 
and machinery safety programs between operators reporting at 
least one agricultural tractor or machine accident and those 
reporting no such accident, was not rejected. Table 20 shows 
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Figure 4. Accident frequency rates classified by worker 
age 
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Table 15. Number and percent of farm workers having at least 
one agricultural accident classified by sex 
Sex 
Did Accident Occur 
No 
to Worker? 
Yes Total 
Male Number 5,175 194 5,369 
Percent 96.4 3.6 100.0 
Female Number 2,435 25 2,460 
Percent 99.0 1.0 100.0 
All workers Number 7,610 219 7,829 
Percent 97.2 2.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
Table 17. Average annual exposure per person and accident 
frequency rate classified by sex 
Sex 
Number of 
persons 
Average 
exposure/year, 
(hours/person) 
Accident frequency 
rate 
(accidents/106 hours) 
Male 5,371 1,778 22.1 
Female 2,461 682 15.5 
All workers 7,832 1,433 21 .1 
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Table 18. Number and percent of farm workers having at least 
one agricultural accident classified by annual 
exposure 
Annual Exposure Did Accident Occur to Worker? 
(hours/person) No Yes Total 
0 Number 725 2 727 
Percent 99.7 0.3 100.0 
1-499 Number 2,496 18 2,514 
Percent 99.3 0.7 100.0 
500-1 ,499 Number 1,538 30 1,568 
Percent 98.1 1.9 100.0 
1,500-2,499 Number 1,005 40 1,045 
Percent 96.2 3.8 100.0 
2,500-3,499 Number 1,064 59 1,123 
Percent 94.7 5.3 100.0 
3,500 & over Number 915 68 983 
Percent 93.1 6.9 100.0 
All workers Number 7,743 217 7,960 
Percent 97.3 2.7 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence significant at .05 level] 
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Figure 5. Percent of workers reporting agricultural 
accidents classified by annual exposure 
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that approximately one in nine tractor and machinery operators 
sampled had completed either the 4-H or vocational agriculture 
Hazardous Occupations Order Training program in tractor and/or 
machinery safety. More importantly, it shows that this form 
of safety education and tractor or machine accident occurrence 
are independent. This agrees with the findings of Silletto 
(1976) and Riesenberg and Bear (1980). The trend in Table 20 
is the reverse of the anticipated trend, since those operators 
completing the training had a higher accident frequency than 
expected. There is no readily available explanation for this 
trend, although a parallel may be made with high school driver 
education programs. These have been under attack recently by 
certain safety professionals for their lack of effectiveness. 
Robertson and Zador (1977) stated; "Programs that increase 
confidence that risk has been reduced, when in fact it has 
not, are far worse than no programs at all. Such is the case 
with driver education." 
Although much effort was taken to make the results of 
this study meaningful, the limitations of the study are worth 
noting. The use of volunteer interviewers undoubtedly placed 
bias into the results. Although interviewers were assisted in 
the procedure for determining their sample of 12 farms, there 
is no assurance that these were actually the farms surveyed. 
It was obvious from looking through the forms submitted that 
the thoroughness of form completion was interviewer dependent. 
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Table 19* Number and percent of tractor and machinery 
operators having at least one tractor or machine 
accident classified by formal education 
Highest level of 
Formal education Did 
completed 
Accident Occur 
No 
to Worker? 
Yes Total 
8th grade Number 950 13 963 
Percent 98.7 1 .3 100.0 
12th grade Number 2,702 53 2,755 
Percent 98.1 1.9 100.0 
1 or 2 yrs. Number 735 13 748 
of college Percent 98.3 1 .7 100.0 
3 or more yrs. Number 461 16 477 
of college Percent 96 .6 3.4 100.0 
All operators Number 4,943 95 4,943 
Percent 98.1 1.9 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence not significant at .05 
level] 
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Table 20. Number and percent of tractor and machine operators 
having at least one tractor or machine accident 
classified by Hazardous Occupations Order Training 
involvement 
Hazardous Occupations 
Order Training Did Accident Occur to Worker? 
Involvement No Yes Total 
Not completed Number 4,497 78 4,575 
Percent 98.3 1.7 100.0 
Completed Number 580 17 597 
Percent 97.2 2.8 100.0 
All operators Number 5,077 95 5,172 
Percent 98.2 1.8 100.0 
[Chi-square test for independence not significant at .05 
level] 
A voluntary reporting procedure, such as was used in this 
study, actually measures the tendency of people to report 
accidents, rather than the tendency to have accidents. 
An additional limitation, which is characteristic of 
accident surveys, is that accidents are rare events and affect 
only a small proportion of the population within a 12 month 
period. This limits the amount of information available for 
analysis and the resulting conclusions which may be made. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The findings in this study can be summarized as follows: 
1. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to the size of the farming operation. Larger 
farms are more likely to have an agricultural 
accident than smaller farms. This is also true for 
tractor and machine accidents, but not for accidents 
involving animals. 
2. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to farm type, as defined in this study. Beef 
and dairy farms are more likely to have an 
agricultural accident than corn, soybean, hog or 
general livestock farms. This difference appears to 
be more due to higher frequencies of tractor and 
machine accidents than to animal accidents. However, 
when the type of farm was classified as either crop 
or livestock, animal accident frequencies were 
significantly higher for livestock farms than for 
crop farms. 
3. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to annual farm exposure to agricultural work. 
Farms reporting more than 4,500 hours of exposure 
annually had a higher accident frequency than farms 
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with less exposure. The above was also true for 
tractor and machine accidents and animal accidents. 
In fact, accidents were so highly correlated with the 
total hours of annual work exposure that, with few 
exceptions, differences in accident frequencies among 
the farm size groups and the farm type groups were 
small when the frequencies were standardized for 
exposure. The exceptions are farms less than 50 
acres in size, farms 1,000 acres and larger and beef 
farms. 
4. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to age. Persons between 25 and 64 years of 
age were found to have more accidents than other age 
groups. With the exception of the 5-14 year age 
group, differences in accident frequencies among age 
groups were small when standardized for annual work 
exposure. This indicates that persons in the 5-14 
age group are more susceptible to agricultural 
accidents. 
5. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to sex. Males were found to have relatively 
more accidents than females. The difference between 
sexes could not be entirely explained by differences 
in exposure levels between males and females. 
Although it was not measured in this study, the 
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difference in accident frequency rates may be due to 
differences in risk associated with work activities 
performed by the two groups. 
6. Agricultural accident frequencies were significantly 
related to an individual's annual exposure to 
agricultural work. Persons who performed 
agricultural work more than 1,500 hours per year were 
found to have higher accident frequencies than 
persons who had fewer hours of exposure. 
7. No significant relationship was found between tractor 
and machinery operators' level of formal education 
and tractor or machine accident frequencies. 
8. No significant relationship was found between tractor 
and machinery operators' completion of 4-H or 
Vocational Agriculture Hazardous Occupations Order 
tractor and/or machinery safety training program and 
tractor or machine accident frequencies. This 
supports the findings of Silletto (1976) and 
Riesenberg and Bear (1980). These particular 
programs apparently do not reduce an operator's 
potential of being involved in a tractor or machine 
accident. 
The most significant finding in this study is the strong 
correlation between the level of annual exposure and 
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agricultural accident occurrence. Of the variables measured 
in this study, including formal education and safety 
education, the level of annual exposure to agricultural work 
best accounts for the differences in agricultural accident 
occurrence among groups of workers and groups of farms. This 
suggests that one approach to agricultural accident reduction 
is to reduce the actual risk associated with hazardous 
agricultural activities. It is this author's opinion that 
this can most effectively be done by educating agricultural 
workers in the importance of safety features on agricultural 
equipment and facilities in preventing accidents. In 
addition, there is a need for specific information regarding 
recognition and elimination of hazards associated with the 
agricultural work environment. Individuals, such as 
engineers, who design components and systems for agricultural 
operations need to understand their important role in 
preventing accidents. 
Suggestions for further research 
As mentioned earlier, differences in exposure levels 
among groups can not account for all differences in accident 
frequencies. The correlation between exposure and accidents 
is, however, strong enough to suggest a probabilistic model of 
accident occurrence. This deserves further research. 
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A need for further study of accidents on beef farms 
appears justified to determine the reason or reasons for the 
high accident frequency rate found in this study. This 
information is needed before specific accident prevention 
programs can be developed. 
This study examined only specific 4-H and vocational 
agriculture safety education programs. There is also a need 
for in-depth evaluation of the effectiveness of other forms of 
agricultural safety education. 
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APPENDIX A: 
TWO RANDOMLY SELECTED GROUPS 
OF 24 IOWA COUNTIES 
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Table 18. Randomly selected groups of 24 counties 
Group 1 Group 2 
Number of Number of 
County FarmsB County Farms 
Buchanan 1,510 Woodbury 1,900 
Ringgold 850 Scott 1,040 
Allamakee 1,190 Lyon 1,390 
Hardin 1,180 Dickinson 660 
Ida 900 Emmet 720 
Worth 840 Palo Alto 1,050 
Iowa 1,170 Plymouth 1,890 
Cerro Gordo 1,020 Mahaska 1,380 
Pocahontas 1,150 Bremer 1,310 
Wayne 860 Poweshiek 1,230 
Cass 1,070 Pottawattamie 1,930 
Dickinson 660 Wayne 860 
Emmet 720 Shelby 1,220 
Tama 1,650 Crawford 1,630 
Warren 1,400 Black Hawk 1 ,400 
Hamilton 1 ,230 Warren 1,400 
Clinton 1 ,620 Jackson 1 ,460 
Mills 730 Des Moines 800 
Montgomery 780 Louisa 730 
Jones 1,370 Mitchell 1,030 
Linn 1,690 Clayton 1,880 
Shelby 1,220 Iowa 1,170 
Appanoose 1,140 Humboldt 860 
Hancock 1,220 Franklin 1,170 
^Estimated as of January 1, 1980. 
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APPENDIX B; 
MAP OF IOWA AND COUNTIES 
PARTICIPATING IN SURVEY 
IOWA 
LYON OBCtOLA tMMCT KOSSUTH HOVAnO MITCHELL 
SIOUX O'BRICN I CLAY 
0# 
FALO ALTO eCARO MOO 
CHICICAftAV 
FAYCTTC CLAVTOM 
PLYMOUTH CHCROKCC tVtkA VlâTA MVM&OLOT WMIAHT ÙUTLE* 
BLACK HMM 
UACKëOM MONONA ciuvrono CAHHOIX •OONS 
HAIIAldOn 
Atfoaoon #VTMRIC OALLAi 
VAH MKN 
Figure 6. Map of Iowa showi 
survey 
ng counties participating in the 
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APPENDIX C: 
SURVEY REPORT FORMS 
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MASTER DATA SHEET—GENERAL INFORMATION Form NSC-Fl 
Rev. 79-2 
INSTRUCTIONS: The ID number assigned to this household must be used in all reports Household 
concerning this farm or ranch, IDentification Number: 
Form; (1-2) 
1. Fill in your County number County: ii-u) 
2. Fill in your Interviewer number Interviewer; (s-s) 
3. If this place qualifies as a farm/ranch by answering "yes" to question lA or IB or IC, then 
enter the name, address, and telephone number of the head of household on your Household 
IDentification List and write the Household ID Number here Household; (7-8) 
4. Enter the date of this interview 
If the answer to the following question is obvious, then check 
the appropriate box and follow the directions: 
IA. Does this place produce more than $1,000 in agricultural 
products annually? 
(10-11) 0 1  n Yes — Go on to Question 2. 
0 2  Q No — The place may still qualify as a farm if 
the answer to one of the next questions 
is "yes," Ask them if you are not sure. 
IB. Does this place consist of 10 or more acres and sell $50 
or more or agricultural products annually? 
I I Yes — Go on to Question 2, 
I I No — Go to Question IC. 
IC. Does this place consist of less than 10 acres and sell 
$250 or more of agricultural products annually? 
(  1  Yes -- Go to Question 2. 
r~1 No — STOP, This place does not qualify as a 
farm/ranch for this survey. Go on to the 
next household on your route. 
2. Interviewer: Be sure that you enter the name, address, and 
telephone number of the head of household on your Household 
IDentification List and that the number from that list is 
correctly copied in the number above. 
3. How many acres does this farmer/rancher operate? 
0 1  • 1-49 acres 
02 • 50-99 acres 
03 • 100-199 acres 
04 • 200-499 acres 
OS • 500-999 acres 
06 • 1,000 or more acres 
4. Estimate the total number of man-hours to be worked by 
contract labor during the one-year survey period. 
(Do not include hired help or exchange labor; see reverse.) 
(m-19) man-hours. 
5. Circle the code number and name of the agricultural opera­
tion listed on the right of this page that contributes 
most to the total value of sales of agricultural products 
from this farm/ranch. If in doubt about the correct 
classification, just write down the primary crop at the 
end of the list. 
Date: 
CODE CROP DESCRIPTION 
( 2 0 - 2  I  )  
CASH GRAINS 
01 wheat 
02 rice 
03 corn 
04 soybeans 
05 other cash grain crops 
FIELD CROPS 
06 cotton 
07 tobacco 
08 cane sugar 
09 field crops for seed 
10 other field crops, including beet sugar, Irish 
potatoes, field crops for hay, peanuts, and 
sweet potatoes 
11 VEGETABLES AND MELONS# including truck crops 
FRUITS AND NUTS 
12 tree fruit and nuts 
13 other fruits, not tree 
14 HORTICULTURAL SPECIALTIES, including flowers, plants, 
shrubs, seeds, bulbs, and food crops grown under cover 
LIVESTOCK 
15 beef cattle 
16 hogs 
17 sheep and goats 
18 general livestock 
19 DAIRY FARMS 
20 POULTRY AND EGGS 
ANIMAL SPECIALTIES 
21 horses and ponies 
22 other animal specialties, including fur-bearing 
animals, rabbits, burros, donkeys, and mules 
23 FOREST PRODUCTS, including timber tracts and tree 
farms 
24 COMMERCIAL FISHING, including finfibh, shellfiah, 
*^miscellaneous marine products, fish hatcheries and 
preserves 
Write the primary crop here if you don't know where 
to classify it in the list above; 
6, Turn this sheet over and complete the information about 
hours of exposure for people who work on this farm/ranch. 
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Complete the following lists which show the persons exposed to tarm work and approximately how much work they will do during the 
survey period. Use the Family Member and Hired Help aectlona to list the workers with whom you are acquainted. 
FAMILY MEMBERS 
First 
name or 
initlalsi 
Age 
in vearai 
(lo-ii) 
Sex 
(check 
one 
box) I 
(12-is) 
Average hours 
of farm work 
on days that 
this person 
works: 
( 5 Ï 
Total number of 
days this person 
will work during 
the one year 
survey period; 
c 
• 
IB 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
;B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
• 
HIRED HELP (including exchange labor) e B B B B >3 => a w J ' 
First 
name or 
Initials! 
Age 
in years: 
(lO-ll) 
Sex 
(check 
one 
box) 1 
( 1 2 - 1 3 )  
Average hours 
oC farm work 
on days that 
this person 
works: 
(1u-i5) 
Total number of 
days this person 
will work during 
the one year 
survey period* 
(16-ie) 
Use this section to account for the hired help you will use with 
whom you are not acquainted. Use your best judgement when esti­
mating the age, sex, and hours of exposure for these workers. 
Age and 
sex 
group; 
MALES 
5-14 yre 
15-24 yra 
25-44 yrs 
45-64 yrs 
65 & over 
FEMALES 
5-14 yrs 
15-24 yra 
25-44 yrs 
45-64 yea 
65 & over 
Code? 
( 1 0 - 1 3 )  
1031 
2031 
3531 
5531 
6531 
1032 
2032 
3532 
5532 
6532 
Number of 
people in 
ooch age 
and sex 
group; 
( 1 4 - 1 5 )  
Average number 
of hours each 
person will work 
on days that 
they work % 
( 1 6 - 1 7 )  
Number of days 
each of these 
people will work 
during the one 
year survey: 
(  I  1 - 2 0 )  
:B 
:B 
:B 
" B  
» B  
:B 
:;B 
" B  
:B 
::B 
« B 
:B 
" B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
:B 
» B 
» B 
" B 
:B 
B 
;B 
:B 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
2 2 LJ Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
-•"1 - -r r— 
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AGRICULTURAL WORK ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 
Form No. N3C-F2 
Rev. 79-2 
INSTRUCTIONS; Use a separate sheet for each person injured. Use this Accident Report IDentification Accident Report 
Number on all forma pertaining to this accident. It is very important that the County, ICentUlcation Number; 
Interviewer, and Household numbers are entered correctly so that this report can be matched with the 
Master Data Sheet for this farm. Form; (1-21 
1. Fill in your County number County: (a-k) 
2. Fill in your Interviewer number Interviewer; ( 5 - 6 )  
3. Enter the Household number for this farm from your Household IDentification List Household: (7-fl) 
4. Assign the accident number in the order that each is reported for this farm Accident; ( 9 - 1 0 )  
5. "fe a different person number for each person injured in this accident. First name of injured: Person: ( 1 1 - 1 2 )  
Describe briefly how the accident happened including what the person was doing, what specific objects or substances were involved, and 
the action or movement which led to the injury. Example : "While doing maintenance on tractor, hand slipped off wrench and severely 
cut fingers on sharp sheet metal." 
Indicate which bl-level reports will be used to complete this Investigation: F4 FS F6 Other:_ 
1. Resident class of the victim; 
01 [2] Husband (n-ik ) 
0 2  Q Wife 
0  3 Q Son 
»'• Q Daughter 
0  5  [2] Other family member 
Di Q Full-time employee 
0 7 [2] Part-time employee 
0 6 Q Other worker (vet, contractor, etc.) 
09 Q Visitor or guest 
10 Q Un)inown 
2. Age of the victim (in years); 
3 .  Sex of the victim; 
(i7-n) »> Q Male 
02 [2] Female 
(15-U) 
4. Month in which the accident occurred; 
(11-20) 0 1 • January 07 • July 
02 • February 06 • August 
0 3 • March 09 • September 
01, • April 1 0 • October 
0 5 • May \ 1 • November 
06 • June 1 2 • December 
5. Seriousness of the injury; 
(2 1-2 2) 01 [] Slight—no medical treatment except 
bandage, antiseptic, etc. 
02 Q Severe—broken bone, cut requiring 
treatment, sprained back, etc. 
0 3 Q Permanent—any loss of full use of any 
body part, amputation, etc. 
01. Q Fatal 
(2 S-2ii) 
6. Type of injury (most serious if more than 
one injury was suffered)1 
01 n Amputation 
02 Q Asphyxiation (including drowning) 
0 3 Q Bruise 
0 »  Burn 
••05 n Cut or laceration 
0 Crushing 
0 7 [3 Electric shock 
0 6 O Eye injury 
0 9 r] Fracture 
1 0  Q] Mangled 
11 Q Punctured 
1 2  Q Sprained or strained 
11 O Other 
14 Q Unknown 
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7. Part of body Injured (nost seriously If more 
than one part was Injured): 
(2s-2t) 01 tZ] Arm 
0 2 Q Back 
05 P Cheat 
<"• n Eye 
0 s O Finger 
06 Q Foot, including ankle 
07 Q Genitals 
00 Q Hand, including wrist 
OS Q Head, except eye 
10 n Leg 
11 Q Neck 
12 [j Shoulder 
11 [1 Toe 
1 <1 Lj Trunk 
IS n Other 
11 Q Unknown 
8. General location where the accident occurred: 
(27-20) 01 Q Barn 
0 2 12] Barnyard 
oj n Driveway 
0» Q Farm building (except barn) 
0 5 Q Field or cropland 
c( Q Highway, state or federal 
0 7 n Ro'd, county or township 
0 0 Q Land, pasture, range or woods 
0 9 [2] Lagoon or manure pit 
ID [2] Pond, stream or river 
11 Q Public place 
1 2  d Other location off the farm 
1J D Other location on the farm 
1II Q Unknown 
9. Type of work being performed at the time of the 
accident! 
(25-30) 01 r] Farm building maintenance or repair 
0 2 O Field work 
OJ [j Machinery maintenance, service, or repair 
oil Q Routine chores 
0 5 [l Livestock treatment or handling 
05 [n Operating or riding a tractor, farm machine, 
other vehicle 
0 7 Q Other activity 
00 n Unknown 
10. Bodily motion of victim at time of accident: 
(31-12) 0 1 O Climbing 
0 2 [n Jumping 
01 r] Kneeling 
01. O Lifting 
0 5 CD Lying down 
o« Q Reaching, stretching 
0 7 Q Running 
0» O Sitting 
09 r] standing 
10 r] Walking 
11 r] other 
11. How 
( si-n) 01 n 
02 0 
0 1  o 
0» n 
0 5  o  
00 •  
07 n 
0 1  n 
0 ,  •  
1 0  n 
.. • 
1 2  •  
1 1  •  
1 4  O  
.5 • 
1 5  •  
W • 
1 0  O  
1 .  •  
2 0  n 
• 
2 2  n 
the injury occurred: 
Caught part of body ^  object 
Caught part of body between objects 
Caught part of body under object 
Struck by or against object 
Struck by falling object or material 
struck by flying object or material 
Contact with sharp object (knife, nail, etc.) 
Foreign object or material struck or lodged 
in body 
Fall on same level 
Fall from one level to another 
Fall, unknown type 
Contact with electric current 
Contact with fire or hot object 
Contact with hot substance (steam, etc.) 
Contact with corrosive or toxic item 
Contact with other harmful liquid 
Overexertion 
Inhalation of gas or vapor 
Exposure to or reaction from material 
Moving motor-vehicle accident 
Other 
Unknown 
12-13. Agency of accident and Injury. 
Agency of accident is the object or substance that was in­
volved in the sequence of events that led to the injury. 
Agency of injury is the object or substance that actually 
inflicted the injury. 
Examples; (1) A farmer slips while getting off his tractor 
and strains his back when he strikes the ground. Check 
"Tractor" under Accident and "Floor or ground" under Injury. 
(2) A farmer's foot is broken when an animal steps on it. 
Check "Animal" under both Accident and Injury. 
Accident Injury 
(15-16) ( 37-38) 
• 
0 1 
• 
Agricultural machinery (comploto bi-levcl form F5) 
• 
02 
• 
Animal (complete bi-level form F6) 
• 
0 3 
• 
Another person 
• 
01, 
• 
Chemical (solid, liquid, or gas} 
• 
O S  
• 
Electric current 
• 
06 • Firearm 
• 
0 7  
• 
Hand tool 
• 
oa 
• 
Power tool 
• 
09 
• 
Ladder 
• 
1 0 
• 
Tractor (complété bi-level form F4) 
• 
1 1 
• 
Truck (including 4-wheel drive vehicles) 
• 
1 2 
• 
Other vehicle (auto, motorcycle, bike, et 
• 
I 3 • Floor or ground 
• '
: 4 
• 
Stairway or steps 
D 1  S  • Walls, doors, fences, gates 
• 
1 6 • None 
• 
1? 
• 
Other 
• II • Unknown 
12 n Unknown 
14. If a vehicle or piece of powered equipment was invol­
ved, the victim was: 
(  1 9-1, 0 )  olO The driver or operator 
ozl I A passenger or assisting the operator 
o i l  1  A nonoccupant or bystander 
HI. I I Unknown 
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SUPPLZXENTAL 
ACCIDENT HEFC3TFOHM 
Form No. NSG-?4(R@Y.) 
AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS 
ACCIDENT REPORT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
3 - 4 5-6 7 - 6  9-1 n 
County No. Interviewer No, Household No. Accident No. 
Tractor Identification; 
Make: Model: 
Fuel type: 
iijiQGao 2 •Diesel 
1. Type or tractor involved in accident; 
12,11 iTri cycle 
21 [wide front axle, adj. 
31 Iwide front axle, std. 
u Qni-crop 
51 Icrawler 
6 n^-wheel-drive. articulated 
2. Approximate a<^B of tractor; 
1 3jiQone year or less 
•2Q2 to 5 years 
3Q6 to 10 years 
It I to ver 10 years 
3. Was tractor a standard production 
model at time of accident? 
1 
zQNo 
3QUnknown 
4. Indicate type of accident; 
1 s-i s^o iQCollision, from the aide 
ozQcollision, head-on 
0 îQColliaion, rear 
0'•^Equipment failure 
0 sQraU 
0 sPlFire 
orCjovertum, backward 
0 aQOverturn, sideways 
osOpTO 
1 oQunknown 
I iPlother. specify 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. • 
2. This fora, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
5. 'i/heel spacing at time of accident; 
i7,iONarrow 
iPlNormal or mid-setting 
3QWide or extended 
6. Tractor use at time of accident; 
(Note; If other machinery involved, complete 
items 1 through 4 of Form NSC-F5, also.) 
18-19,01 QFreeing mired equipment 
oiQHarvesting, tillage 
0 3nHerding cattle 
oiQLoading, unloading 
0 5 rn Parked 
osQpianting, sowing 
0 7 rn Runaway or coaating(w/out driver) 
0 aQstationaryCbelt or PTO operating) 
ogQstuck 
io[2]Traveling to or from field 
iiQother, specify 
12I IUnknown 
If tractor over-turn, indicate degrees roll; 
'•Q36O® 
sQOver 36O" 
30270* 
8. Slope of surface at accident(Check only one); 
2 ijil |0 to 10% 
2 0^ IQ9O* 
zPlSO-
[ 
to 20% 
3O21 to 3Qi 
uQ31 to 40% 
sQOver 40% 
Slope Chart 
Sheet 1 of 2 
DATE EDITED 
(Office use) 
9« Check the condition that was the 
initial cause of the accident event: 
- 2 3.011 I Crossing slope 
32(2] Damaged PTO guard or shield 
u aPlpaulty brakes 
0 •'QGoing down hill 
0 sQooing up the hill 
3 si IGuard not provided 
0 7nGuard removed 
0 aOHidden object—struck it 
09I I Hitched to axle 
'"CDstruck hole or rough ground 
iiQsiipped into open ditch 
12I Isiicmerv surface 
1 another, specify 
1 "tl I Unknown 
10. Identify the act -permitting; the 
accidental in.ltur/'; 
-2 5_,o iQoisobeyed traffic rules 
0 2rnDriving too fast for conditions 
0 3I [Failed to disengage PTO 
0 itQFailed to shut-off tractor engine 
before dismounting 
0 sQPailed to lock brakes or transmission 
before dismounting 
0 6rnFailed to usa protective equipment 
0 ypl^'ailsd to engage clutch slowly 
0 8 Quailed to wear safe personal attire 
09I [Horseplay 
loQ Jumped 
1 iQLack of front or rear weights 
12nMoving tractor w/loader bucket high 
131 [Permitted extra rider 
1 i»r~|Peraitted hitching to other than 
is[2]Reaching(over, under, into) 
isCHSffloking while refueling 
1 7rnTurning at high speed 
1 aQOverloading 
isflother. specify 
zoQïïnknown 
Sheet 2 of 2 
11. Specific scene of accident; 
- 2  7,oQ3arn 
ojQ Bridge 
gjQ Cattle shed 
01.| I Corn or cotton field 
0 s Q Driveway, lane 
0 
Q y\ [Grain field 
0 sQHay field 
J ofn Highway 
lol [Pasture 
1 iQShop or machine shed 
12! [ Woods 
1 J [other, specify 
11»! [Unknown 
12. Check each component on tractor at 
time of accident; 
2 3 QCab 
2 9 I jCab w/overtum protection & seat belt 
3 0 n Dual wheels 
31 I [Fenders 
3 2 QFlashing light(s) 
3 3 QFront-end weights 
3 '» N Front wheel drive 
3 5 Q Front wheel weights 
3 6 Q Head lights 
3 7 Hydraulic brakes 
3 8^ Q Power steering 
3 9 QPTO shield 
40 |~1Protective frame w/seat belt 
I» 1 I [Reflectors 
2 QSearview mirror(s) 
I* 3 QRear wheel weights 
t 4 QSafety starting switch 
•* s [2]SMV emblem 
1.6 r~lTail light(s) 
7 QTires filled w/liquid 
49 [2] Weather shield 
13. Seat belt in use at lime of accident; 
4 5, iQYes zFlNo 
DATE EDITED 
(Office usej 
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Form No. ::SC-F13 
TRACTOR Arm MACHINERY 0P3R.4.T0R 
SDUCATIONAL IÎIFORMATICN 
Sducational Information IDentification Number 
3  - u  s-s 7 - 9  9 - 1 0  
County No. Interviewer No. Household No. Accident No. 
Operator's First Name; 
Age; (Fill-in) years 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Fill-in your County Mo. and Interviewer 
No. as requested. 
2. The ID Number assigned to this household, 
shown on the Master Data Sheet(MSC-Fl), 
should be inserted as requested. The 
Accident No., when it applies, will be 
inserted at survey headauarters. 
1. Formal education - highest grade completed: 
5o , :CI]8ui grade 
zQlZUi grade 
<l~1l year college/university 
ul I2 years college/university 
5Q3 years college/university 
gQ4 years college/university 
Advanced degree or training 
al [Other, specify 
2. Special Education or Training: 
A. 4-H Petroleum Power Program 
s 1.1 n First year Tractor Project 
2 r~l Second year Tractor Project 
3 r~l Third year Tractor Project 
I, |~n Fourth year Tractor Project 
sQ Fourth year Machinery Project 
g I I Advanced years, Tractor/Machinery Project 
7O Other, specify 
3. Vocational Agricullxtre Training Proeram 
52^1 Q Safe Tractor Operation 
2QSafe Farm Machinery Operation 
C. Hazardous Occupations Tractor and Machinery Training 
Completed Course: 
53,1 Qno 
2 CUTes 
3« Operator has served in leadership position in any of the above training programs; 
sujiOno 
zOïes 
4. Approximate hours of operator training; 
5 5-57 (Fill-in) hours 
Sheet 1 of 1 
DATS SDIT3D 
(Office use) 
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SUWLSMSNTAL 
ACCIDENT REPORT FCRM 
Form No. NSC-F3(Hev.) 
1 - 2 
FARM MACHINZ2Y 
ACCID3JT REPORT _^2]TI?ICATION NUÎ-SSR 
3-4 5-5 7-9 9-10 
County No, Interviewer No. Household, No. Accident No. 
Machine Identification: 
Make 
Model 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Ose Accident Report TO Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury, 
2, This form, when completed will be 
attached to the recort referred to above. 
1. Check tyre of farm machinery involved 
in accident; 
1 1^ 1 nChemical, Fertilizer 
IGrain & Feed Handling 
3nHaying Tools 
u r~lHarvesting Equipment 
si IManure Handling 
s[Z]Seed plauating 
71 ITillage tools 
a I [Miscellaneous, specify 
91 [unknown 
2. Check the farm machine that was 
involved in the accident; 
2-A, Chemical, Fertilizer 
I z/QD^ ster 
2QDistributor, spreader 
3 |2]Sprayer 
uQ Airplane 
sQother, specify 
2-B. Grain, Feed & Fruit Handling 
1 3 - 1 1.^0 iQBlower—forage, grain 
0 2f~lBunk feeder 
0 sQConveyor, auger 
0 "«rnConveyor, belt 
osQConveyor, chain 
osQCorn shellep 
0?! [Dryer, grain 
osQsievator, auger 
osQsievator, chain 
loQFaed grinder 
1 i[~^Feed grinder-mixer 
Sheet i of 4 
2-B Grain, etc. Handling (con't.) 
13-1 u^iaQFeed Mixer/blender 
1 aQsilo unloader 
1 ul [other, specify 
2-G. Haying Tools 
5-16^ iQSaler, hay 
0 2[^Forage harvester 
0 sQHay conditioner 
o"»] [Mower, sickle bar 
0 sFnMower. sickle bar w/conditioner 
osQMower, rotary 
oyQRake, bay 
osQnay cuber 
r~1Windrower 
I [other, specify_ 
0 9 
1 0  
I 1 I [Round baler, hay 
2-D. Harvesting Equipment 
I 7 -1 8^0 iQ Combine w/com head 
ozQCombine w/grain head 
0 3 Q Cora picker 
ouQCom picker-sheller 
0 picker 
osQcotton stripper 
0 vOSugarbeet harvester 
oaQFruit harvester 
oai [vegetable harvester 
1 o|~lThreshing machine 
iiQother, specify 
DATS EDITED 
(Office 
2-E. Manure Handling 
19_,i I |3ara cleaner 
21 [Gutter cleaner 
31 [Liquid manure pump 
uQiManure loader, tractor 
si [Manure spreader 
sQManure spreader, tank 
?! [other, specify 
2-F. Seed Planting? 
2 Ojil [Broadcaster 
zl [Grain drill 
31 [Planter—cotton, com, etc. 
i^Qother, specify 
2-G. Tlllat^e Tools 
2 y n Cultivator 
zFlDisc harrow 
3QPI0W, disc 
uQ^Plow, moldboard 
sQaotary tiller 
fil [other, specify 
7r~lPlow. chisel 
aCHSpring tooth harrow 
2-H« Miscellaneous Equipment 
22-2 3^11 [Engine, power unit 
0 2Qlmplement carrier 
u aQirrigation equipment 
0 •'I [Ladders 
0 sQskiploaders 
Qsl iForkllfts 
0 7rnTruck 
0 8nPruning equipment 
osQpump jack 
loQstalk shredder 
1i[]]wagon(w/grain box) • 
12O Wagon(w/flat bed) • 
13QWagon, self-unloading" 
^'•Qother, specify 
"If item with * is checked, complete 
Supplemental Form, MSC-Fll, also. 
Sheet 2 of 4 
NSC-F5(5ev.) 
2-1. Animal Handling Equipment 
2 1,^1 NSqueeze Chutes 
2I [Branding 
3 Q Shears 
uHlother, specify 
5. Approximate age of machine: 
2 5^1 N One year or less 
?N 2 to 5 years 
3(^6 to 10 years 
KCHOVER 10 years 
5 Q Unki'.own 
k. Machine mounting or hitching: 
2 6_,1 N Does not apply 
2 0 Integral 
3 RNMounted, front 
ufnMounted, rear 
s Qs elf-propelled 
5 (""Isemi-mountad 
7 RITOWED 
aQother, specify 
5. Use of machine at time of accident: 
2 7j iQHarvesting 
2[2]ln-transit 
sFlLoading 
«•Qpianting 
sQspreading 
sQstopped, not running 
7(^3 topped, but running 
^D'^illage 
sQother, specify 
6. Equipment sewered by(Check one): 
2 8,1 Q Does not apply 
. 2nElectric motor 
3CHEngine, gaa, diesel, LP 
4 rnGround drive 
sQlIand 
6 QHydraulic 
7 OPTO 
8 Qother, specify 
DATS EDITED 
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76 
7. Portion of machine causing injurr; 
2 9-3 0^.0 iFlAuger 
oaQBale ejector 
0 si [Cable or linkage 
0 tl 1 Chain & sproket 
0 si [Control devices(pédala, levers, etc) 
0 sDCutterhead 
0 tI [Feeding mechanism 
0 al [Gears 
0 9 Q Hammers 
ion Hitch or drawbar 
1 i l  I  Hydraulic fluid 
1 zQ Hydraulic hose 
13[2[ Knife blade 
1uj [Knotter mechanism 
1 sQ Lifting mechanism 
1sFH PTO shaft and/or knuckles 
1 7Q Plungerhead 
1 el [Rolls, snapping, husking, crusher 
19I [Rotating shaft, except PTO 
201 [Spindlea 
aiQTire or wheel 
22(33 V-belt & Pulley 
23QOther, specify 
2I«R~lNone 
3. Condition at time of accident; 
3 1-3 2.0 il [Damaged guard 
0 2m Equipment failure 
0 sQ'^ood condition 
0 k uQjjGrease, oil present 
0 si [Guard not provided 
osQGuard removed 
0 Improper hitch 
pan Leaking or spilled fuel 
09QN0 brakes 
loQPoor brakes 
1il [other, specify 
NSC-?5(aev.) 
9. Safety features in tjLace at time of 
accident: 
3 3 a Flag 
3 kj [Lights 
3 5[2]SMV emblem 
3 6[2]Reflectors 
37 |~[Other, specify 
10. Activity of injured person orior 
to accident; 
3 e - 3  9 j 0 i Q  A d  j u s t i n g  
n?l [Bystander 
0 3 Q Cleaning 
0 uPlFeeding material 
0 sf~lFilling seed boxes, etc. 
osfnLubricating 
0 71 [operating 
0 ar~] Refueling 
09r~|Repairing, installing equip. 
1 oQ Riding 
iiQother, specify 
izQHit chlng-up 
13 Q Unknown 
11. Act permitting tha accidental injury: 
10-1» ijO ifnDistracted 
ozpn^ailure to use protective 
equipment(guards, shields) 
t) 3QKorseplay 
ouQlmproper use of equipment 
0 sQlaattentive 
0 sQjumped 
0 7QLo8t balance 
0 aQPertnltted extra rlder(s) 
0 9riReachlng(over. under, into) 
io[2]Too fast for conditions 
1iPHunsafe position or posture 
12nether, specify 
aFlnnknown 
Sheet 3 of 4 DATE EDITED 
(office use) 
NSC-F5(3@v.) 
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12. Specific scene of accident; ; 
'* 2-4 3.0 It I Barn j 
02O Bridge | 
0 3(2] Cattle shed j 
0 uQ Corn or cotton field 
osQDriveway, lane j 
0 eQ^eedlot 
0 7ri Grain field 
0 aI IGranary or feed storage 
0 9 Q Greenhouse 
loFlHay field 
1 iQHog house 
1 2 r~[ Highway 
I aQ Ma china shed 
1 ^ riOrchsird 
15 r~| Pasture 
1 sQPoultry house 
17QShop 
1 aQSilo 
19 Q Woods 
2ol [other, specify 
2 il [unknown 
Sheet 4 of 4 
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3UPPLi:-:zr;7AL 
ACCIDENT REPORT FORl-l 
Form No. NSC-Fll 
I - 2 
'..AGCNS, AGRICULTURAL 
ACCIDE:IT RCPCRT IDZXTIFICATICN 
3 - 4  S  - 6  7 - 8 .  9 - 1 0  
County No. Interviewer No. Household I'io. Accident No. 
'.7aa:oa Identification; 
Make 
Model 
Read instructions before filling out the 
fora below. 
•Use Accident report ^ Number from the 
General Accident Recort(?orm No. N3C-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
This fora, when completed will be 
attached to che report referred to above. 
1. Wagon Data; 2. 
1-A. A^nroxiaate age of wapion 2 6-2 
11-I 2 ^rears(Fill-in) 
1-F. Number of axles 
1 3 (Fill-in) 
1-C. Type of wagon involved 
1 i»-i s/iQ Flat rack ovO Forage 
02Q Stock rack o ai 1 Cotton 
0 aQ Grain w/ 0 9^1 Box 
hydraulic po.er 
..•Grain, ararity 
.sOsraia, auger 
osQOther, specify 
Indicate tyre of accident; 
7.0 il I Collision, from the side 
0 zQ Collision, head-on 
Q af"!Collision, rear 
0 Equipment failure 
0 sQFall 
oedoverturn, sideways 
o t CHFTO 
0 aC^Runover 
0 9 m Unknown 
loQother, specify 
3. Portion of equipment causing injury; 
1-D. Running sear component (Check item 
contributing to the accident) 
?rlNone I 6-1 7,0 iQBolster, front 
Q2(2]Bolster, rear 
0 3QBrakes 
0 i.rinitch 
osQHitch pin 
0 bQ Reach 
09r~lSteering arm 
IoFlSteering rod 
1 iQlires, wheels 
n«;r~l Hound (reach braces) 
1-3. '.,'aqon condition at time of accident 
('^^ecic contributing factors) 
1 a r~| Damaged shields 
19 QGood condition 
20 riGuard removed 
2 1 I [improperly hitched 
2 2 I [inadequate guarding 
2 3 QLacked shut-off or safety bar 
2«» rn Poor condition 
2 5 Qcther, specify 
2 8-2 iQ Auger 
0 2[2] Beater 
u 3Q Cable or linkage 
0 "«Q Chain or sprockets 
osQ^ontrol device(pedal, lever, etc.) 
06nFeeding mechanism 
0 7Q Gears 
0 bQ Hitch or drawbar 
0 gQ Hydraulic fluid 
loQ Hydraulic hose 
uQpTO shaft 
izQ Rotating shaft, except ?T0 
13O Tire or wheel 
1 '•Q V-belt or pulley 
1 sQ '.Vagon box or bed 
isCHNone 
1 ether, specify 
Sheet 1 of 2 DrtTS ZDIIZD 
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k, Anrroxixate number of hours victim was 
w/or around waajon on day of accident; 
3 0-31 hours(Fill-in) 
5. Act leading to accidental injury: 
3 2-3X0 iD Disobeyed traffic rules 
0 iCU Distracted 
ojQ^ailsd to disengage PTO 
01»| [Failure to use protective equipment 
0 sQFailed to lock brakes or transmission 
osQFailed to wear safe personal attire 
0 tFIHorseplay 
0 aFlImproper use of equipment 
09I [inattentive 
1 oQ Jumped 
ii[^Lost balance 
121 [Permitted rider(s) 
13plReaching(over, under, into) 
1 i»QToo fast for conditions 
1 sOTurning at high speed 
1 sQunsafe position or posture 
17I I  Other, specify 
1 si [unknown 
6. aow did injury occur? C^heck response 
closely describing accident); 
3 4iFl Caught part of body something 
zj I Caught part of body between 
laQContact with sharp object 
itQFall, different level 
sQFall, same level 
sQForeign object or material 
lodged in victim 
7O-struck by flying object or material 
aQ S truck against or by object, etc. 
3QOther, specify 
7. Scene of Accident: 
7-A. Location 
5-3 6f ir~]Barn 
0 21 [Barnyard 
u3I [Bridge 
0 uj [Cattle shed 
osQ^orn field 
isQlIay field 
isQl-Iog house 
17Q] Machine shed 
laQ Orchard 
1 g |~n Pasture 
osQCotton field 2oOPoultry house 
ziQshop 
zzQsilo, bunker 
zsQsilo, trench 
2uQv/oods 
0 vQ^riveway 
0 si |Feedlot 
osQCrain field 
loQcranary 
1 il [Highway(state or federal) 
12I |Hoad(county or township) 
1 aFlcther, sspecify 
luQWnknown 
7-3.Slope of surface at accident scene; 
37 100 to 1C% 
' ^  Slope Chart . ^ 
2QII to 2Qg 
3021 to 30^ 
„Q51 to 
sQover 4(% 
8. Wagon movement & hitching: 
3 a S ingle Tandem 
lO 
zO 
30 
Backward 
Forward 
Stationary 
9. Wagon action at time of accidant: 
3 9^ 1 ni" a skid s Q Runaway 
zQrJormal g Flstuck 
,r~l parked 7 D None 
• 
• 
• 
uQcther, specify_ 
Describe how the event occurred, including the action or movement of the victim and the 
wagon involved that led to the injury. Additional information -vill be most helpful. 
Sheet 2 of 2 DATS EDITED (Office use; 
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SÏÏPPLIMaiTAL 
ACCIDENT RSPOBT FORM 
Form No. NSC-F6(Rev.) 
1  - 2  
ANIMALS 
3-'» S -S 7-9 • 1 0 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1.Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
1» Animal involved in accident: 3. Act by victim permitting the injury: 
0 21 
U 31 
0 u 
11-1 2^0 il ISoar 
jPBvai 
 • Calf 
^QCat 
0 si I Chicken 
0 si IColt 
0?! ICow 
0 bQ Dog 
a 9 rn G elding 
loQGilt 
1 iFlGocae 
2. Activity of victim prior to 
accident: 
3-144 1 rnAdministering medication 
i 20 Mare 
isOBam 
1 uQ Sheep 
isQshoat 
isQSow 
17 rn Stallion 
laQ Steer 
isQTurkey 
201 (other, specify 
I s -I 6^0 iQApproached from the rear 
0 2(^Entered animal enclosure 
0 sFl Horseplay ( showiag-o f f ) 
oui [improper use 
a sFl Jumped 
osQLost balance 
0 TriXade quick movement 
0 afnUnaware of animal presence 
oîQLoss of temper 
lol 1Other, specify 
4. Part of animal causing in.juryt 
0 2rnAsaistiag with delivery 
0 3I 1 Branding 1 sQMilking 
0 kl [Bridling IS in Passing by 
0 5 rnBrushing 17I [Petting 
0 si [Castrating 1 aQRiding 
0 7 Q Chasing 19I [Saddling 
0 eQ Cleaning zoQTeasing 
0 9I [Dismounting 211~1 Shearing 
lol [Feeding 22I [Breaking 
11| [Haltering 23I [Breeding 
12nHarnesaing 
13 •leading 
1 "•Clother, specify 
Sheet 1 of 2 
1 7 - I 8^0 iFlBody 
0 zFl^ oot 
0 aFlFront hoofs 
01»! [Head 
0 sQHom 
n RFlMouth. beak 
ord^ear hoofs 
oaQUail 
0 9 [2 Wing 
loFlother. specify 
5» Conditions at time of accident; 
1 9,1 QSlippery, unstable surface 
2Q Animal w/offsprtng 
3QUnexpected or excess noise 
^•Hole 
5QHandler, fatigued 
«rnOther animal 
,nIrritated by insects or burrs 
«riother. specify 
DATS EDITED 
(Office use) 
6. Was animal secured properly; 
2 0,1 es 
zQno 
jQWot secured 
i,r~lUnkaown 
7. If secured, how was it done? 
2 1 -zz^oiQBridle 
0 , 1  I C a g e ,  P e n  
0 3r™]Caught in fence, etc, 
0 4riCollar & rope or chain 
osQlialtar & rope or chain 
oeQSopo around neck 
otQEopo around leg 
0 sQstanchion 
osQSqueeze chute 
loQother, specify 
8. What was activity of animal prior 
to accident? 
z s - z y  i Q B u c k i n g  
0 21 [Sating 
0 aQjumping 
ou|~]Lying down 
0 sQSearing 
oeQRunning 
oyFlstanding 
0 a n Walking 
osQProtecting young 
loQother, specify 
NSC-F-6(Rev,) 
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I 9* Specific scene of accident: 
z 5 —z 6.01 n Arena 
oz] I Barn 
u aD Bridge 
0 uQ Ditch 
0 sQFeedlot 
osDHill 
o y Q  M i l k i n g  p a r l o r  
0 aFl Pasture 
ogQPea 
iprn Paddock 
1 i l  I  Roadway 
izQshed 
isQstall 
mPlstream 
1 s O Woods 
isQsqueeze chute 
irQother, specify 
Sheet 2 of 2 
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ACCIPgjTAmîIISS REMINDER SHhZT NSC—Rev. 8/29/72 
For the purpose of this study, the following definitions should be used to 
aid you in determining reportable Accidents and Illnesses: 
AGCIDeUT - an unintentional injury 
A. to any person 
(1) living on a farm, regardless of where the injury occurred 
(home, yard, highway, etc.) or (2) visiting a farm or 
(3) working on a farm when the injury occurs chare and which 
3. requires professional medical care or loss of % day or 
more from usual activities (work or play). 
ILLNKSS - an event arising from exposure to a substance, cold, heat, noise, 
or other non-accident adversity to the body which may be cumulative 
in its effect. It may not always require professional medical care. 
PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL CaRE - contact with a physician by phone or in person is 
considered professional medical care. The service may be given by 
the physician, a nurse, or by another person acting under the physician's 
direction or supervision. This would include a member of the family 
if they were following the physician's directions. 
NAi'lE KIND OF INJURY WHERE TIME 
month-dav-a.m. - D .m. 
NAME KIND OF ILLNESS TIME 
men th-day-a.m.-p.m. 
